IPC - During IPC we will examine events over time and how
different inventions have had an impact on or lives today.

MATHS: Engaging through Inspire maths, we will
continue our journey of learning skills, consolidate
knowledge and re visit any skills to embed further
knowledge where gaps have been identified.

ENGLISH: We will be focusing on story writing,
breaking a story down into the different elements, then
focusing and working on the different sections within
these elements to embed the format to writing a
story.
The children will work together to support each other
and share their skills to then work independently in
writing their own story.

Science:
The children will develop their understanding of
electrical circuits and build on the work in previous
years. They will construct circuits with an increasing
number of components and contrast the effects this
has on the function of the components.
COMPUTING PROJECT: We will
research and retrieve information
to answer questions and provide
knowledge about our topic.

ART/DT: Each week we will complete a COD lesson,
building our sketching skills through close
observational drawing of an object. We will link our
art and DT to our IPC topic, recording work through
creative ways using art skills.
OTHER SUBJECT: In RE, we will continue to learn
about the religions our friends worship and through
Christianity we will focus on Christmas. We will also
cover PHSE, learning about Celebrating
Differences, through discussion and activities.

ART/DT: Each week we will complete a COD
lesson, building our sketching skills through
close observational drawing of an object. We
will link our art and DT to our IPC topic,
recording work through creative ways using art
skills.

PE: This term for indoor and outdoor
PE we will be basketball and
handball. Through these sports we
will engage in being a team and
working towards a goal.

Music: During this term we will
continue to use the Charanga
Scheme.
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OTHER SUBJECT: In
RE, we will continue
to learn about the
religions our friends
worship and through
Christianity we will focus
on Christmas. We will
also cover PHSE, learning
about Celebrating
Differences, through
discussion and activities.

Computing Project: We will research
and retrieve information to answer
questions and provide knowledge
about our topic.

IPC
Children will learn how we can interpret events to
explore the attitudes of people in the past. What
happened at different times in different cultures.
How historical time can be recorded and measured
and how we can sort, sequence and order the past.

INTERNATIONAL: All the Year 6 classes
will continue to progress through skills in
Spanish. Each class will also lead a
British Sign Language singing assemblies
over the term.

